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Many of our speakers this year were oriented in the same direction, coming to similar
conclusions despite using widely varying language and procedures. Electromagnetism and
longitudinal or Tesla waves are now clearly recognizable as separate types of forces, each
with their own actions. The pervasiveness and fundamental nature of plasma is increasingly
being recognized.
Gary Peterson
On Wednesday, Gary presented a workshop demonstrating his wireless transmission
units. These are built according to Tesla's patents, generally at a 1/35th scale. Several times
during the conference he had the units set up for examination. A recent innovation has been
the addition of a metal air conditioning duct piece at the top of the transmitter. That provides
a separate adjustment point. Transmission of electricity occurs when the receiver and
transmitter are most precisely tuned to each other. In recent tests he has been able to obtain
electricity at distances up to about 1 km from the transmitter.
Tracy Tucker
Detoxification is the key to improving health, no matter what specific techniques are
used. For example, Broccoli will help open your own detox pathways. It's not a perfect
world, and there is no perfect food. At the deepest level you're getting free radical damage,
hitting cells by oxidation. Over 287 toxic chemicals are found in umbilical cord blood, some of
them breakdown products from chemicals banned over 30 years ago. Enzymogens provide
the raw materials to make your own antioxidant enzymes. We produce over 1300 enzymes.
Your natural enzymes will remove all toxins. Glutathione is the most important enzyme that
transports toxins out of the system. Superoxide Dismutase function increases
microcirculation and often needs to be handled first. These are grown in engineered
enzymogen sprouts. Minimizing fat intake is important. Paximune, a new product, can help
alter genome functions and is good to use after the body has stabilized with the other
enzymes. It's a bovine serum. Biomat is an excellent device, promoting deep relaxation.
Robyn Benson, Wes Kress, Sudarshan Ahben
This is more than the clinic that Robyn founded, Santa Fe Soul. It is a movement
reaching worldwide to change the fundamental way health care is delivered. A different kind
of relationship between patients and therapists is emerging. This is a cooperative venture
bringing every kind of knowledge together in the cause of optimum health. Several protocols
are administered through the clinic. These include photoluminesence, intravenous vitamin
therapy, Myers cocktail, and a few distinct types of electrotherapy.
Dr. Charles Crosby
It is clear that scalar energy is entirely different from pulsed electromagnetism. The
characteristics of scalar waves have been well established by Tesla, Beardon, and others.
Tesla's discovery maintains the integrity of separation between these wave forms.
Electromagnetic waves propagate by vectors, which means they will show up with distinctive

traces on oscilloscopes. Scalar waves propagate longitudinally, in the same way that sound
does. From these basic differences, many other characteristics are developed for each.
Healing with scalar waves can be done at a distance (nonlocal) once a machine has
“connected” to someone. This was demonstrated many times with his TensCam and other
devices during the conference. Crosby's explanation of the differences between these two
types of waves was one of the most clear yet recorded.
Thorsten Ludwig
Random number generators can be influenced by consciousness and intention. This is
fundamental to the development of future energy technologies. The Institute of Applied
Consciousness Research is undertaking several projects along these lines. Several current
research threads from Europe were mentioned. A machine known as the Coler device may
be harnessing zero point energy. Buckhard Heim has put together a Unified Quantum Theory
that can result in calculating the number of particles in any area based on the mind. Claude
Swanson's book on life force was highly recommended, along with one by David Kaiser How
the Hippies Saved Physics. R.A. Bryan has shown that volunteers can flip the spin of
magnesium ions, and make it show up in various ways. It only takes about 0.8 micro-eva to
affect spin, although other experiments have required more voltage. Ludwig stated that an
attitude of “universal love” is especially effective in affecting spin. He also mentioned
experiments in Russia by Kozyrev that clarify the nature of torsion balance.
Lucian Ionescu
Qi (Ch'i) is the same as longitudinal waves. It can be produced with lasers to improve
health. Biofields are connected to Tesla longitudinal waves. Other connections exist with
Kirilian photography auras, prana energy, and morphogenetic fields. With these waves,
distance is not an obstacle. They work on resonance. Psychically sensitive people can often
detect these waves, including emanations from his distinctive wireless electricity
demonstration equipment that was shown during the conference. Links between systems
should be thought of as a network of quantum information flowing. You can build shields
against invasions by outside forces such as bacteria and viruses. Quantum information is a
fundamental concept; the most general language for modeling. We now know that the flow
of magnetic charge in a field is a vortex. Qi is a magnetic flow, with the fluxon as its unit of
measure. James deMeo seems to have come close to this with his Life Energy meter. We
need to review the work of Beardon on regauging and how it relates to free energy. We also
have to recognize that plasma is not simply a mixture of ions. In all this we must maintain
our own personal Qi: Breathe, Love, Pray, Relax. This is done with material and etherial diet,
exercise, Qigong, technologies, supplements, music, and dance.
John Milewski
Over the next four years climate change may make conventional electricity unusable.
There are several mechanisms operating now that could cause this transition. When that
happens, we will have to learn more about Ormus and its relationship to magnetricity.
Magnetricity is a more basic form of energy when compared to ordinary electricity, and we
may need to quickly replace all functions that had been done with electricity so they can be
powered by magnetricity.

Leia Roth
Bio-acoustics is an effective specialty. It can address many conditions on a physical
level, which is what her teacher Sharry Edwards had developed. However, some conditions
would not improve with these methods. This led Leia into the study of emotional patterns.
Every person's voice is unique. Recording and analyzing frequencies can help create a
diagnosis. It's like an x-ray of your voice. Then, frequencies are delivered which can replace
destructive patterns with positive ones.
Moray King
An energetic torus is a recurring pattern in inert gas and water engines. We now can
say with certainty that zero point energy exists, self-organization occurs, vortex ring
plasmoids form, and anomalous free energy can be found. There are several ways to harvest
energy, which are partly concealed by inefficiencies of internal combustion engines where
most energy is wasted as heat. Zero point energy is a turbulent virtual plasma or quantum
foam, smaller than atom parts. References to the works of Anton, Denny Klein, and Ken
Shoulders were emphasized. There are now about 500,000 videos on water fuel, and HHO
games are taking place in Florida. So the field is expanding tremendously due to work by
several inventors. There are some Power Point presentations freely accessible for further
notes: http://www.peswiki.com/index.php/Directory:Moray_B_King
Mike Hingle
Research into solar energy eventually led to plasmatic magnetic energy up to a galactic
scale. At this time in history our prosperity is going down. We are creating wars in other
countries in attempts to maintain our lifestyle. That won't work. Instead, we can research
magnetic toroids. If gaps are wide, there's not much magnetic power. With small gaps the
magnetic dimension is much stronger. Capillaries are a good model to study. Drawing
assemblies first to find paths for electrical conductance is helpful. When making bi-toroid
transformers, it's been found that metglass holds strong magnetic fields. We should be
amazed that almost every time a large group of stars forms, they eventually will settle into
the familiar spiral galaxy format. Technically, anything that's charged is a plasma. What we
are trying to do is make magnetic plasmatic fields. Available cheap inductors can be used.
David Garroway
Ether causes inertia. His motor has no transmission and thus saves 40% of energy
right away. It's based on rotational linear momentum conversion, which should be carefully
visualized. Under magnetic nuclear resonance atoms become a flywheel in themselves, which
overcomes inertia. Anything that is changing direction is automatically accelerating.
Sympathetic resonance is used to capture some ether to get subtle effects from geometric
constructions. We were reminded that everything has to be observed in order to exist.
Jeffery Hayes
One of the great mysteries of our civilization is why Tesla turbines have not been put
into wider use. Their design inherently addresses many applications with more efficiency
than conventional bladed turbines. One thing they are especially good at is moving fluids
that contain large amounts of particulate matter. Conventional turbine blades are quickly
worn down in those situations, while disc type turbines don't have blades to damage. At the

time Tesla was developing the concept, he was convinced these would completely
revolutionize the world, as attested by the fact that he patented this invention in more
countries than any other of his works. When working on Tesla turbines, it is always good to
assume that Tesla knew what he was doing, so no radical changes or design re-works are
needed.
Daniel Gonzales
As always, a lot of progress has happened over the past year in the GEET field. Paul
Pantone continues to pass teaching work along to people like Mr. Gonzales who have
demonstrated unusual competence. Recent developments include ionizing gases before
going into the chamber. We can now use oil from plastics as fuel. New schools are opening
up in Australia and many other places, and a new facility in Ventura California has been
developed. Commercial prototypes of a 2.25 mW generator have been built.
Steve Haltiwanger
Lifewave technology can now reliably neutralize cell phone radiation. This has been
tested and verified several ways. It was compared to a few other systems which were found
to have no effect at all. Essentially the Lifewave system routes the cell phone signals through
an alternative antenna structure that produces a signal which can still be picked up by cell
towers, but is free from components that pose threats to health.
Clayton Nolte
Structured water exists through its spin. It must be in balance. As background
information, we should remember that high pH environments lack oxygen and thus cause
harmful anaerobic bacteria to thrive. Structured water enhances beneficial aerobic bacteria.
Water is like a computer, and holds information about any substance that has been in it, even
if that substance has been materially cleared from the water. Structuring neutralizes the
memory of all toxins that have been in water.
During the question and answer period, three men who said they work with
conventional water treatment technologies challenged Mr. Nolte. Their laboratory tests had
indicated that structuring water did not have any material effect. They said that effects could
exist, but were not measurable with current technology, and thus could not reliably defend
against e.coli bacteria. Thus, structuring water holds no help for the 32,000 people who die
every day worldwide due to bad water. Detection of effects from structuring water is at this
time primarily subjective. Nolte answered them with dignity and grace, saying that he was
aware of the situations they mentioned. New measurement equipment needs to be
developed. He said that in the future both types of water treatment will co-exist, and each
will be regarded as valuable in its own right.
Brian Besco
Although they never met, Mr. Besco was heavily influenced by Denver dowsing pioneer
Slim Spurling. Through that work, he became aware of geomagnetic grid lines and
frequencies associated with them. Like Spurling, he believes that if you spend too much time
under an intersection of grid lines it can be bad for health. He now builds tensor rings based
on what he learned, which are used in healing work. Recycled copper wire is the main
component, coated with bronze. They restructure electromagnetic and geomagnetic

patterns, and can change the direction of a vortex. He also found that the ancient Triskalion
shape often associated with Celtic artifacts has vortex energy moving in and out. Coasters
made with this shape embedded along with black crystals are helpful.
Greg Volk
Plasma is defined as separated positive and negative charges. This creates the same
dipole field seen in human cells. In general the entire body has a positive core and negative
extremities. Plasma is the first state of matter, comprising about 99.9% of the universe. All
other matter evolves from it. Water has a plasma nature and separates charge. The
difference between charcoal and diamonds is just structure, and charge separation is what
makes structure possible. Plasma systems are self-organizing, self-contained, and selfcorrecting.
BC Galegher & Michael Crosswhite
Distinctive Simple School Girl model wheels are not torque engines, can run lighting,
and can connect to other technologies now. They've been used to make Brown's Gas and
charge small batteries. They are a good method of recovering batteries, which get sulfated
and cannot be revived with ordinary chargers. The Bedini family of technologies will clear out
the sulfates while recharging, and in many cases produce a net gain to the charging battery.
Bedini has insisted on setting up procedures for people to build their own replications under
his guidance, which helps produce consistent and repeatable results. This is equipment
available today; anyone can buy or build these now and harvest small amounts of free
energy.
Al Throckmorton
One liter of water contains 1220 liters of Oxygen and 622 liters of Hydrogen. This
appears to be more than what's in the water itself. A transmutation is occurring. In The
Lord's Pump Project, 12 volts pulse DC power is supplied to produce gas. These are designed
for use in Uganda. Trilithium citrate (an original ingredient of 7-Up) dissociates water
immediately. The motor has to be fired once every 3 seconds to get the proper amount of
water necessary pumped to a village. In a way, water is more explosive than gasoline. There
is a 156% energy gain involved in this process. Several references were given. “It is God's
will that we serve each other.”
Rolland Gregg
Until recently, most Rodin coils were wound on plastic toy donuts. Now a freestanding assembly has been created which shows similar electrical anomalies. These are
built by Daniel and Erica Nunez in New York. Vortex based mathematics are the foundation.
Same wire used to wind generators and alternators is used, #14. We put in energy and get
more out. There should be loss of amperage, but that doesn't happen in these. Instead
there's a large voltage spike. Many theories have been proposed. Effects happen no matter
what size, but are smaller in small coils. A large magnetic field comes out the top and the
bottom, and can be used to power loads. In one experiment, lighting two lights took less
energy than one. When a coil is hooked into a Bedini type battery charging circuit, it seems
to work exactly the same as his assemblies. The presentation concluded with a live demo of
taking readings on a coil with electricity running through it.

Marko Rodin
Late Saturday night, Marko showed up unscheduled. He conducted a spontaneous
technical session at that time which was recorded. The session was focused on mathematics.
His “VW” lattice is the origin for all calculations related to building Rodin coils. Infinity is a
loop which is not direction but duration. In general, the digits 3, 6, 9 form a system of their
own (as Tesla had indicated), and the other digits form a separate system. That's key to this
discovery. Natural processes involving doubling occur all over the universe, for example in
cell growth, star formation, and hurricanes. In the I Ching, the 64 hexagrams represent a
complete cycle of infinity. Repeating patterns involving the single digits from 1 to 9 are often
found. All other numbers can be reduced to one digit by adding up the digits. Many
demonstrations of how the systems work were given, including numerous sample calculations
on the toroid map. This system destroys all existing mathematics. It proves that there is an
all encompassing intelligence behind everything; an invisible hand. Zero is not a number
because it is an absence of numbers, and so does not figure in any calculations. We need to
keep in mind that the Rodin Torus is 3-dimensional. There are now many material
applications.
During this presentation, Rodin occasionally referred to events in his own life. Just
before the conference he and his closest associates were evicted, and he was about to start
on another period of homelessness. He is hoping to start a school where he can work
exclusively on the mathematics. While he very much appreciates all the people who have
volunteered, he wants to make sure everyone who works with him is paid. It would be
possible to make a lot of money by allowing all this work to become secret and drive the
development of weapons, but he consistently refuses to do that. He has received and
rejected many offers over the past few years. At many times Rodin referred to strong
religious faith as being a core value in his life and work.
Danell Roberts & Bob Rohner
Sunday morning started off with a substitution by exhibitors. For many years,
especially in the 1980s, Joseph Papp worked to develop noble gas engines. These men have
inherited that work. The current turbine model uses about one-third of the Papp process.
They are often using a 1/35th scale for building prototypes. Roberts has built a rotary engine
block, and Rohner has built several innovative pistons which were fired off many times during
the presentation. Electrical impulses result in flashes of explosions. Of special importance to
the development of these engines is the fact that helium does not freeze. In general noble
gases (also known as inert) will help keep all surfaces clean because they don't react with
anything.
In addition to the work on engines, Roberts has recently released a book Particle
Mechanics which is a comprehensive codification of physics. Some of the educators at the
conference were especially excited about this book. He starts with simple facts and builds
throughout. The universe is designed on particles changing state. When very hot, electron
rings of atoms open up. This is plasma, a state in which a particle can change to another
type of particle. We are being asked to wake up and use the energy God gave us.
Suzanne Price
This is a much needed unification of science and spirituality. In general there are 12

levels of sounds that affect consciousness. Lower levels make up nature sounds, and upper
levels are music, starting with a single note on a flute. The term “Qualar” is a contraction of
Quantum Scalar. Self-organization, as described by D. Yurth, D. Ayers, and D. Bohm is a key
part of this. This model implies a synchronized universe. “When you see the starlight, the
starlight is also seeing you.” The Primordial Source is light and sound. Many cultures have
these references. Note that light is 40 octaves higher than audio. Photons can be seen in
zero point energy via the Casimir Effect. We are reflections of refracted light. Dark light
pumps through the universe in strings, nodes and meridians, as stated in the ancient “Indra's
Web of Jewels.” Also note that electric is expanding and magnetic is contracting.
E.A. Boudreaux
Science based on the account of creation given in the book of Genesis holds together
both conceptually and mathematically. At one point during creation, all matter was in the
form of water. It was turned into a plasma and all other elements were derived from that,
which could have been done within 3 days. This applies to Earth, and perhaps is true
elsewhere. We now know that radioactive decay rates are extremely variable. This throws
the entire conventional geologic dating system into disarray. It has been found that plasma
temperatures around 39.1 billion degrees F. will transmute elements and also greatly
accelerate decay. Some guidance for using his book God Created the Earth – Genesis of
Creation Chemistry was provided within the presentation. It contains many equations and
tables confirming and expanding on the general findings outlined here.
*****
According to several speakers at the ExtraOrdinary Technology 2013 Conference,
plasma is increasingly becoming recognized as pervasive throughout the universe. Previous
thinking about plasma as a state of matter had confined it to ultra-high temperatures
associated with stars and certain types of nebulae. E.A. Boudreaux stated that water when in
plasma form at a temperature of 39.1 billion degrees F. can be differentiated into all the
chemical elements, which happened early in the process of creation. Extremely high
frequencies of electromagnetic radiation are associated with high temperature plasma.
German scientists have long used a special term for this type of radiation, Bremsstrahlung,
which is part of high x-ray frequencies. Component parts of atoms, including electrons,
protons, and neutrons, flow freely under these high temperature conditions. To humans
living in a cold material portion of the universe, the plasma environment seemed exotic and
bizarre. We are now beginning to realize that our cold-temperature existence is exceptional
when compared to most of the universe.
Now we are beginning to see that plasma phenomena can be observed in all other
forms of matter, as Lucian Ionescu and others stated. This serves to explain the concept of
“low temperature plasma reactions” as stated by Daniel Gonzales and Paul Pantone
concerning GEET. It also helps us comprehend “Low Energy Nuclear Reactions” (LENR) which
is now replacing the term “cold fusion”. Some of the conference speakers, including Greg
Volk, specifically stated that we can see plasma type electric fields in ordinary coldtemperature life.
Some researchers including Mike Hingle have gone so far as to say that any charged
area is a plasma, without regard to ambient or internal temperature. If that's true, our entire

understanding of matter has to be revised. Perhaps terminology has to be extended as well,
so we could denote two kinds of plasma – high-temperature as seen in astrophysics and
initially recognized as such, and low-temperature involving matter in the same state as our
human bodies.
*****
Tesla at times referred to a natural force which he described in detail but didn't name.
In some of his writings he carefully differentiated between Hertzian and non-Hertzian waves.
In these descriptions, we can gather that the non-Hertzian force forms waves that propagate
in a longitudinal or scalar fashion, like sound waves. They can operate in a non-local manner.
This is different from how electromagnetism works. These waves are intimately connected
with ether (also known as aether) and its disturbances, as conference speaker Moray King
has often pointed out.
Mathematically it is well known that Hertzian waves can readily be described as
vectors. In fact many electrical engineers are in the habit of calling them “vector waves”. It
is as if the waves were rays emanating from a transmission point. This is not actually true.
We now know, as some of the conference speakers have attested, that electromagnetic
transmissions tend to be spherical unless acted on by some other force. Other transmissions,
magnetic fields, geology, and weather events are all known to change the motion, shape, and
character of electromagnetic spheres. Tesla mentioned this in several contexts, as reasons
why Hertzian waves were not suitable or efficient enough for wireless telephony.
In recent years the term “scalar waves” has been used by some researchers to
describe this energetic form. This is controversial enough to cause some editors and
conference leaders to prohibit use of the term. Recently a few researchers have adopted the
term “Tesla Waves” to describe these special emanations. This term was originally applied by
Anya Petrovic when discussing forms seen when doing healing work on human bodies, but
also can readily be seen to cover these wave forms as found in the natural environment or
when generated through various devices.
Non-local operation is an important aspect of Tesla Waves. It means these waves can
have effects at some distance from a presumed source-point, and leave no evidence of their
presence in between the source and their operation. Resonance is the key to how this works.
Some investigations into wireless electricity transmission according to Tesla's patents hint that
Tesla Waves are not found between a transmitter and receiver. Electricity is found only at the
receiver point as a “decoded” product available at the time work is to be done, which is what
Tesla said on several occasions.
Several of the speakers and their demonstrations at the ExtraOrdinary Technology
2013 Conference are now pointing in the same direction, and proving the truth of Tesla's
words.
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